Chantry
Health Group

Practice Merger Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
We have included some frequently asked questions below which may answer any queries you have about
the merger. Updated information about the merger will be available on the practice websites
Homepage - Scartho Medical Centre
https://www.taylorsavenuemedicalcentre.co.uk/
https://www.chantryhealthgroup.nhs.uk/
What is a practice merger?
A practice merger is when two or more practices join together to form a single practice. In this case we will
still be based at 3 separate buildings.
Why are you doing it?
General Practice is currently being faced with unprecedented challenges, particularly following the COVID19 pandemic. The limited finances available in the NHS and difficulty recruiting new doctors and nurses as
existing staff move on or reach retirement age are likely to affect our ability to deliver health care services in
the future. This is why we are considering a merger of our three practices.
How will this affect me?
You will still be able to contact and attend your usual GP surgery, as well as having the option to visit the
other two sites
When are you planning to merge?
1st April 2023
Will I have to re-register or anything?
No, there is no need to re-register as a new patient
What will the telephone numbers be?
Our main telephone numbers are staying the same. Please continue to use the number you have always
used.
When will the surgery be open?
Opening Hours of all 3 sites will stay the same
Our sites are open Monday to Friday 8.00am to 6.30pm.
Extended access appointments are also available
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What happens if I need a GP outside normal hours?
There is no change. Please telephone reception on the usual number and a recorded message will tell you
what you need to do next.
How do I make an appointment?
The way appointments are booked at each site will not change.
Will I still be able to see my usual GP and nurse?
Yes. All of the GPs, nurses and healthcare assistants at both practices will still be available after the
merger.
I sometimes have appointments with specialist workers (e.g. counsellors, retinal screening,
midwives and health visitors). Will I still be able to see them?
Yes. There is no change to booking appointments with these specialist workers.
How do I get in touch with the District Nurses?
There is no change to how you can contact the District Nurses.
What do I do if I need a home visit?
Home visits are made for those who are too ill to attend the surgery. If a home visit is deemed to be
necessary, this will be arranged by your site.
What will happen to my medical records?
There will no change to your paper records; these will still be stored on-site. Your computerised records
will be accessible to clinicians at your three sites, where you could be seen.
How do I order my repeat prescriptions?
Patients can continue to order repeat prescriptions as they have always done
Please allow 48 working hours for your prescription to be prepared.
How do I collect my prescriptions?
There is no change to how you can collect your prescriptions.
How do I get my results?
There is no change to how you can get your results. Please contact the surgery or view on the app, but
please avoid telephoning for results in the morning as this may block important requests for appointments
or visits.
What will happen about my annual reviews?
We will ensure that you receive the annual reviews that you need, and we will send you reminders.
What will happen about baby and childhood immunisations?
We will write to remind you when you need to bring your baby or child in for their immunisation injections.
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What will happen about my annual flu vaccination?
We will let you know when the flu clinics will be well in advance so that you have plenty of time to arrange
an appointment.
Will the Patient Participation Groups (PPG) continue?
Yes the groups will continue, however there will only be one PPG in the future.
How will we keep in touch with patients?
Please continue to visit our websites, if we decide to form a new website in the future patients will be
informed,
If you have any questions about the merger then please contact our reception team and we will be happy to
help.
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